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I heard from British and French correspondents who
entered the town before me.   First of aU5 none of them
saw the number of dead who would have been lying in the
streets and in the highways leading to the town had even
one-tenth of the stories told been true.   Yet the National-
ists had had no time to fake the situation.   The corre-
spondents entered Guernica witMn a few hours of the
first Nationalist patrols.   So the hundreds of people shot
down by the machine-gunning planes or Llled by the
bombing had all disappeared.   The burnt-out farms had
recovered their calm, green aspect.   What I saw was the
interior of the town, which I visited for hours on end$
independently and alone.   Certainly Guernica had been
bombed by Nationalist planes, and many of these were
presumably of German or Italian origin and had, perhaps,
German or Italian pilots.   The signs were there, as in
many other towns near the front, for everybody to see.
Did we complain when Villers Bretonneux was bombed
by the Germans, or they when we did the same to a town
immediately behind the lines?   Are artillery parks or
infantry dumps to be protected because they happen to
be in towns ten or twelve miles behind the lines?   This
has nothing to do with the doctrine that open towns
should not be bombarded, a theory which might have
applied to Saragossa or Valladolid, but not to Guernica,
which, to all intents and purposes, was part of the Red
fighting machine.
Where air bombs had fallen the result was the same as
at Burgos or Valladolid or Durango or Marquma—the
house had collapsed, houses near by had suffered, the
roadway was scarred and pitted. Nothing else had
happened. At Guernica there were bombed houses,
crumpled up and in ruins, but they were unscathed by
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